
Known for his ability to assist soldiers in reimagining
their lives post-military, Ritchie Thomas is a captivating
coach, authentic author and stirring speaker invested
in helping veterans create the life they desire and
attain a renewed sense of self. 
 
Ritchie’s debut book “The Mediocre Miracle,” details his
extensive experience and lessons learned while
navigating the complex post-military transition. Ritchie
also provides one-on-one coaching and an additional
online course, “10 Steps on How to Successfully
Transition Out of the Military & into a Great Career.”
 
Prior to answering the call to guide his military
brothers and sisters, Ritchie spent six years in the US
Army. From 2003-2007, he served the U.S. Army as a
Sergeant, I.T. Program Manager. In addition, he was a
paratrooper, stationed in both Ft. Bragg, North
Carolina, deployed to Bagram, Afghanistan, and was
also stationed at both Naval Station Roosevelt Roads,
PR and Homestead Air Reserve Base, Florida.
 
Ritchie is now a full-time Deputy Director of IT for the
only state organization that represents municipal
governments in Georgia. Prior to this position, he was a
part of the 18-month construction phase of The Center
for Civil and Human Rights Museum. Ritchie earned a
Bachelor's in Information Technology from Southern
Polytechnic State University and is pursuing a master’s
degree in Information Management for Executives
Syracuse University.
 
Ritchie is an advocate for reaching back and coaching
others. For the past three years, he’s volunteered with
the nonprofit Year Up. Ritchie is also a member of the
Atlanta Chapter of the Association of Information
Technology Professionals and a graduate of the
University of Georgia’s Robert E. Knox Municipal
Leadership Institute.BOOK RITCHIE
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A CEO’s Mindset. As a
Veteran and Half-Ironman

competitor, Ritchie will
empower listeners by
equipping them with

tools to think mind over
matter. Ritchie will also

encourage your audience
to shift the direction of

their pursuits from
finances to fulfillment.
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A Soldier's Coach. 
Ritchie will provide a high-
level overview and tactical
applications of his proven
12-week online coaching

program to building a
prosperous and promising
life post-military based on

more than 10 years of
military experience and

civilian success.
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